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the present time is causing the deer
companied Mrs. Abbott.
to yard in some section®, although
Mrs. Fraser hiad gone but about
with another fail of snow to soften
a mile from camp when she discov
tiiis crust, wouild start them, moving
ered a deer, affording a fine target
around again.
and at her first shot, the deer’® hind
Four bulls, two cows and a calf
leg was broken by the bullet.
Slhe
Trappers Numerous on Account ofi moose are reported in a yard on the
returned to camp at her Leisure, Barbara Pushard and Maud Brad
west side c f Squaw Mountain.
Good Shots Present on Christmas leaving Mr. Knight to care for the
High Price of Fur.
ford Tied for High Gun— Ad
Howard Wood.
venison and lie arrived later, shortly
Day.
after Mrs. Abbott and Mrs. Knight
kins Wins Prize.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
had returned with accounts of their
Greenville, December 29.—The close'
success in getting a dandy specimen
of December finds tire upper part of
(Special to Maine Woods.)
(Special to Maine Woods.)
of the vents on -producing species.
Moosehead Lake still open.
This is
Livermore Falls, Dec. 29.—Thurs
Richmond, Me., Dec. 25, 1915.
unusual for this time.
The weather
day night, December 23, the ladies
The Richmond Gun Club held their
las been warm fcr the season, and
had their fourth shoot for the month,
Christmas shoot today on the eld 1
although we have had two heavy
with the following results:
Maude
More game was shipped over the
, grounds and had quite a turnout. W e !
snowstorms of 10 and 8 inches, only
Bradford, 38; Barbara Pushard, 38;
line of the Bangor & Aroostook R.
about 7 inches remains in the woods. R. during the season of 1915 than in expected to have a 5-man team from!
Mabel Jewell, 36; Esther Read, 35;
The crossing between Kaneo
and 1914 according to the compilation of Gardiner, hut only two shooters came 1
Lida Gibbs, 33; Ada Stearns,. 33;
Rockwoo'd is accomplished by meh txn figures which has just been ntade the best shots in Gardiner, F. W. |
Clara Bartlett, 32; Lula Hersey, 30.
Chief Game Warden Frank
M.
Harrington and R. W. Latlirop and if
foot hauling a canoe on a hand sled. public by the passenger traffic
Barbara Pushard and Maude Brad
de
The trappers hereabouts are be partment of the railroad. The total they are in the game a year from Perkin'S of Bangor made a few re ford were tie for high gun.
Barbara
coming numerous on account of the game shipments over the B. & A. R. now they will make the best of them marks on the law applying to the Pushard still holds the Star
Shoe
The score was shot in sale of deer meat as follows:
sharp demand for all kinds of fur, an R. in the seascai of 1915 was 2,596 “ go some.”
Store prize with 153 points.
“ A marketman or provision dealer
six events, 100 birds, four 15 birds
consequently tile very
attractive |deer and 41 hears; in 1914,
Monday, December 27, _was the final
2,547
having an established place of busi
events and two 20 birds events.
prices offered.
Fur bearing animals deer and 45 hears.
shoot for the December prize with
The shipment of
C. A. Alexander,
11 15 20 15 14 ness, selling deer meat under a li the following results: S. W. CooLidge,
are more plentiful this season, inas hears showed a decrease of
four.
cense may have in bis possession at
much as there has been very little There were 49 more deer handled by C. A. Alexander,
45; R. C. Bnstedt, 45; J. O. Pengra,
11 15 '20 15 14 20— 95 the close of the season three deer 44; H. Hatch, 44; P. Bartlett, 43;
trapping for the past two years,
the road this year than last.
to cut up and sell to his local cust
F. W. Harrington,
When prices were much lower than
John Adkins, 42; P. Allen, 42; Dr.
Leading shipping stations along
12 14 16 15 15 18—90 omers, but must not buy any more Robinson, 42; E. Pushard, 41;
at the present time.
Frank and Sim the line wer© as follows: Old Town,
O.
after the season closes.
No deer
on Capino and Charles Annance have 49 deer; Blanchard, 38 deer; Shirley, R. W. Latlirop,
Roys, Jr., 41; M. Gloutier, 41; A. H.
13 12 18 15 13 19—90 shall be transported out of the state Chandler, 41; E. Martell, 41; L. W.
gone up to the AUegash region, to 97 deer; Greenville, 704 deer; Kataliby a resident c.f Maine after 12 o’
the home camp of the Capino broth din Iron Works, 55 deer; West Se- A. S. Alexander,
Winters, 41; M. Newburg, 40; A. Gil
clock n. m. Wednesday.
Resident®
14
14
18
13
12
19—90
ers at the foot of Cliurehill Lake, booLs, 36 deer; Noroross, SI deer^
bert, 39; W. F. Sawtelle, 38; S. S.
are allowed a reasonable time to get
with side camps at Priestly and Har Millinocket, 36 deer; Grindstone, 68 A H. Waldron,
Locklin, 38; R. Dolton, 37; J. L. Moul
deer from the woods to lids own hom
13
14
'
20
14
15
14—90
row ponds.
Charles Annance Wpll deer; Stacyville, 48 deer; Sherman,
ton, 37; C. H. Bradford, 36; L. G.
but not otherwise.’’
H. L. Ward,
make his home camp this season be 67 deer; Patten, 421 deer;
King, 35; S. Smith., 34; A. W. French
Island
Speaking of the term “ reasonable
14 13 19 13 12 18—89
low Haymock Lake, on Smith Brook. Fall®, 41 deer; Oakfield, 41 deer;
34; H. F. Small, 30.
time,” Mr. Perkins said that he at
James Reynolds of Shirley has set up Howe Brook, 96 deer; Griswold, 45 J. P. Sturtavent,
J. Adkins was high gun and wins
one time consulted a supreme court
14 13 17
his regular lines over Squaw Moun deer; Mar sard is, 287 deer; Ashland,
the W. A. Stuart Co. prize for De
justice as to what he considered was
tain.
Jason W. Kirsteed of Greeny- 85 deer; Portage, 87 deer; and Winrt- P. Wedge,
cember with 172 points. P. Bartlett
7 15 10 10 16— 70 meant by the law in this case, and finished with 171 points, L. W. Winter
13
rille Junction did not have any con- erville, 46 deer.
Patten with 13
he gave the opinion that three or
sderable luck, but as he only trappe bears was the largest slapping point. A. E. Small,
with 169 points.
14 11
—25 four days was a reasonable time for
through his two weeks’ vacation, we
S. S. Locklin.
men to ship their game from
the
W. Douglass,
think that the two cats and one dog,
W hy Foot Races Are Fixed.
— 19 woods.
7 8
ell the property of George Falconer
Truth crushed to earth will rise
of the Moosehead Hatchery, is a pret- again, but before it gets all the dust Geo. G i b b s ,
15 12 15 14— 56
R E G U L A T IO N S FOR E E LS, ETC.
tv fair average.
brushed off the lie has gained five
miles.—Toledo
Blade.
The sharp crust in the woods at
R E S ID E N T H U N T E R S H A V E BEEN
The commissioners of inland fish
F A IR L Y S U C C E S S F U L .
eries and game have issued the fol
PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS
The Maine Fish and Game Com
lowing regulations relating to th©
HOTRL BLANCHARD
mission is to be asked by citizens of
On
Cupsuptic
Lake.
Fishing
unex
According
to
the
wardens
on
duty
taking
of
certain
fish;
In
confor
STRATTON MAINE
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates at Bangor station, there have been mity with the provisions of Section Dexter and Ripley to declare an open
In the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November.
many more resident hunters in the 9 of Chapter 32 of the Revised Stat time on ice fishing for pickerel at
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
woods this year than in the part utes of Maine, as amended by Sec Dexter and Rogers Pond in Ripley.
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop., few years, and they have been fairly tion 7 of Chapter 277 of the Public Both of those pondssjiave been re
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
STRATTON M A IN E .
E . H . G R O S E . Prop.
Pleasant Island,
- Maine
successful.
The number of non-resi Laws of 1915, the commissions of in cently stocked with trout, which are
dent hunters has net largely increas land fisheries and game deeming it easy prey for the many pickerel in
The petitioners
ed, it appears, because of the de necessary and proper for the protec habiting the waters.
crease in the license fee from $25 to tion and preservation of the game argue that unless the pickerel are
$15, in fact, there has not been any fish of the state, hereby adopt the caught it will be useless to stock
following needful rules and regulat the ponds with small trout.
great change in this respect.

RESULT OF
LADIES’ SHOOT

RICHMOND GUN
CLUB SHOOT

GAME SHIPMENTS
LARGE ON B. & A.

LAW APPLYING TO
SALE OF DEER MEAT

ASK FOR OPEN
TIME ON PICKEREL

Mountain View House
Alountain View, Maine

For further particulars write or address

L. E. BOWLEY,
Mountain View,
»
»
»

|
Maine.|

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
»nd Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
CD. GRANT (EL SON CO..
P. O. Address. Grant's Me.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
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Bald*Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on MooselookitwKQotic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections— Auto
road to camps— Telephone connections—Tw o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r..
Bkld Mountain, Maine

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
Region

AS A HUNTING RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access
and nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small game are very
abundant.
Non-resident hunting license fee only S I5.00

Write the Sandy River & Rangeley L akes Railroad for
booklet with map.
F. N. BEAL, General Manager,

I

Phillips, Maine

All reports are to the effect that
there are as many deer in the woods
as at any time during the past 10
years.
The receipts at Bangor have
shown a decrease of about one-half
in that period, but that does not
prove that fewer deer have
been
shot.
The automobile, new routes
of transportation front the woods, es
pecially the Kjneo branch of the
Maine Central, all these have com
bined to help transport the deer that
have been killed ini the woods, by a
different route than through Bangor.

ions relating to the taking of suck
ers, eels, hormpouts and yellow perch
with eel ports, traps, spears or nets
throughout the state.
Rules and

Regulations

M A R L IN

PLANT

IS

SOLD

Announcement was made recently
of the sale by the Marlin Firearm®
Co. of its plant in New Haven., Conn.,
to the Marlin Arms Corporation. The
new corporation, which is made up
of a group of New York men and
which filed articles of incorporation
at Albany, N. Y., with a capital stock
of $3,800,000, expects, it was stated,
to receive soon a number of large
contracts for war materials for Eur
ope.
Andrew Freedman, who was once
an intimate friend of Richard Croker
and who died in New York Decem
ber 4, provided in his will that half
his residuary estate, estimated about
$2,000,000 shall be used for the es
tablishment of a home for the aged,
“ who have been in good circumstanc
es hut because of adverse fortune have
become poor and dependent.’’

(1) Permits will he issued as for
merly after due application by the
party desiring such privilege and on
payment of a fair and reasonable
fee to be agreed upon between1 the
party and the commissioners or their
representative.
(2) No permits will he granted
within the limits of any pond or lake
nor in any river, brook or stream
where protected game fish are pre
valent and abundant.
(3) The number of permits issued
to any one person shall not exceed
three.
Mrs. Herbert C. Abbott of Bangor
(4) Elaeh net, pot, trap or other
and her sister, Mrs. Alexander Fras device used in the fishing for eels,
er of Old Town were successful! to suckers, hornipout® and yellow perch
shoot a deer apiece at Molunkus Lak shall be plainly marked with a metal
camps.
They returned the happiest tag hearing the owner’s name and
women in Penobscot county, in spite address.
of certain balkiness which the Fraser
(5) The commissioners reserve the
auto manifested during the homewar
right to establish the amount of ter
journey, hut which was finally tri
ritory that shall be permitted which
umphed over by Mrs. Abbott, who is in the majority of cases will he lim
A note from Mrs. F. B. Burns at
an expert chauffeur and not. easily
ited to 1,000 feet.
the Rangeley Tavern, who is recov
stalled by engine difficulty.
( 6) On any river or stream where ering from an appendicitis operation
Throughout this, their second visit |any weir, trap or other device ex says:
of the season to these camps in it ends the entire width of such river
“I am feeling almost like new asearch of venison, the woods had i or stream said river or stream must gain and hope to be out racing in a
been noisy because of the crust on Ibe left open, for the free passage of week.
I have the fastest horse in
the snow and only the last day of fish at least eight hours out cf the town yet, so feel pretty good about
their stay was this trouble removed. i 24 of each day.
it.
He does pretty good for a
(7) Any violation of the fish and |twenty-three year old., don’t you
A soft snow the day before, making
hard traveling hut quiet, presented game laws of the State or of those Ithink?”
the longed for opportunity on the ver regulation® and especially as regards
last day of their stay. Eddie Knight |the keeping of game fish taken
Unlucky Superstition.
went out with Mrs. Fraser and Mrs. from any pot, trap, net or other de
Superstition is what makes a man
Knight, who its second only to her vice will he deemed sufficient cause liable to be run over by a truck while
of he is out in the road trying to see
husband in the use of the rifle, and for the immediate cancellation
the new moon over his right shoulder.
following the snow-covered trail, ac the permit.

WOMEN AMONG
LUCKY HUNTERS

MRS. BURNS HAS
FASTEST HORSE
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can the individual wolf is somewhat o>f a the lads found them in a camp sevcareful treatment and
somewhat Maine Automobile Association
prompt solution is the matter of pro help wonderfully by giving to the coward, but in packs*, they will attack eral miles away, cue cf them busy
cooking potatoeis and the other sweep,
tecting the occupants of these vehi Commission its co-operation and a men.
They were made to
The Otis informant says that Ed ing the floor.
cles from injuring and perhaps death. rousing an eaulightened public senti
protection, gar Remick of that town, caught a return home, and warned not to re
Our summer resorts are scattered ment in favor of ample
over a vast territory reached often even though the expense be consid glimpse of a wolf, as he came upon peat the cuting until reaching a more
a clearing a few days ago.
Many mature age, when they could face the
|
Chairman Cleaves Gives Notable times over somewhat
narrow and erable.
The one thing which I would urge have been startled by bowls at night, hardships and clangers of the woods
dangerous
roads,
and,
while
Maine
Address
has done as well as any state and upon this association is that there ‘"weird sounds an winter dark, which in better fashion, If not with* more
better than most in the matter of should be absolute uniformity through only a wolf can make.” These gaunt courage.
In an address before the annual new construct ten and repairs
upon out the State so far as these warn denizens of the forest, as the dime
meeting of the Maine Automobile A s its highways, we have been unable to ing signs are concerned, and an at novels have it, will soon be exter
Game Warden Frank Perry had a
sociation at Portland recently Hen. broaden these ways or eliminate tempt should be made to have such minated by bands* of hunters ii* they case of violation of the game laws
Benjamin F. Cleaves* cf Biddeford, their twrists and turns and the dan signs as nearly as possible like these are really present in the vicinity ofl which Howard Crosby wafe concerned.
Otis in numbers.
chairman of the Maine Public Utili gerous entering roads, cross
roads in adjoining states.
Mr. Crosby brought a deer into Ban
The toll of human life has been
As wolves are not mentioned in gor that the warden says was to be
ties Commission, asked the support and grade crossings.
Our own cit
of that organization in obtaining izens and those whom we invite to altogether too great during the past the state game laws, it is taken for sold to a Bangor restaurant man. Mr.
better protection of the 1,200 unpro visit us are entitled to a fair meas season, and tine number of accidents granted that it is all right for a Crosby paid a fine of $40 and costs
tected grade crossings in the State. ure of protection, and we have not at upon our highways* has been larger hunter to kill them, unless they come to the warden.
Close time on (leer
than there was any reasonable ex under the general rule regarding fur- began on Dec*. 16, and it is now ij.
He suggested the
installation of yet been able to* give it.
bearing animals.—Bangor Commer legal to sell deer to a marketmian. :
what is known as the ‘‘Automatic
The ordinary driver of an automo cuse fcr.
Upon the question of the necessity cial.
Flagman,” as well as warning signs bile is careful, and usually respects
at a distance of 400 feet from each the rights cf travelers who may be of making whatever protection Maine
Game Warden Jacob Bagley of
crossing.
approaching around the curve of from gives upon the highways uniform
Prentiss,
who was a visitor to Ban
protection in other
In Ms address, which was one of an entering road.
There is still, with similar
gor recently, with Mrs. Bagley, re
the notable of the evening, Mr. however, a somewhat large number states*, it may be interesting to know
ports that game has been fairly plen
Cleaves said, in part:
of operators who* pay no attention that the American Railway Associat
tiful in his section o f the state and
ion, whose membership embraces
In this year, 1915, it is doubtful i.f whatever to the other users of the
that the season lia-s been a success
practically every railroad in.the coun
a single citizen of our state could road, but who seem to think tha'
Benjamin Heighten of South Har-j ful one.
try,
at
a
meeting
held
on
November
be found who would deny a state speed and hoggishness are the prime
17, 1915, chose a committee of seven risen came very near shooting a deer
ment that the automobile, both for qualities of a successful driver. These
Game Warden John Bowden of
A deer passed
railroad
managers to consider the one day last week.
purposes of pleasure and profit, has last are the ones whom the careful
him and as Mr. Eeighton bad left Hancock, who lias been cn duty at
matter
cf
uniform
protection
at
high
long since passed the experimental driver fears.
way grade crossings; and that the has rifle several rods away, be had the Bangor station since October 1,
stage.
Maine so far this year has
In Maine today there are more
managers of the New England1 rail to repeat the old maxim, ‘‘so near with* Chief Warden Frank M. Per
issued licenses permitting 21,574 au than 1,200 grade crossings* unpro
kins wishes to expre s his appreciat es
roads have asked the Public Utili and yet so far.”
tomobiles of various kinds* to
b*e tected by gates.
It is possible to ties CcmpiLssions of the six New
of the many favors shown him by
operated upon our highways, and has eliminate but few' of these crossings
Vinton Dow- of Wiscasset trapped those on duty at the station, includ
England states to meet early in the
collected therefor, t*he sum of $265,- each year, owing to the cost of such
messengers
coming year a committee of manag this fall, says the Damariseotta Her ing trainmen, express
562.
Each other state has shown elimination.
Each other New Eng
ing officials of the railroads and ald, six skunks in a box trap one and other express employes, police
almost unbelievable advance in the land state is using some kind of high
work out, if possible, a plan for such of which, nearly pure black is worth men, station master, gateman and
iiumber of automobile licenses issued, way sign to notify the traveler of
others.
and during the summer months the what lies just beyond hi® vision.
highways of this and all other states ] When Maine places, as it must,
“ For the second time in three
are daily traversed by ten times a s 1these* warning devices care should be
weeks, Roy D. Jones, the
Bostoi
many automobiles as by horse-drawn j taken that they are in keeping with
agent of the Maine Central passed
vehicles.
Thais larger use of this Jsimilar warnings in other New Eng
through Bangor with the legal limit
kind of vehicle has made necessary; land states.
of game in h-is possession. The last
a large and ever increasing amount
It impresses me that the sign
of November he went through Ban
of money in the building and main should contain some illuminating de
gor, returning from, New Brunswick
tenance of highways used at certain vice to indicate whether the danger
with a moose and two bucks and
seasons of the year almost exclusive ous place just ahead is a curve to tha
went through with two bucks
he
ly by these vehicles.
right or to the left or a reverse
had shot in the Pistol Hake region
Maine is a vacation state, and into curve, a steep hill, an entering road
below Enfield, Maine.
He reported
our cities and towns come each year upen the right or left, a cross road
game very plentiful and had the law
very many thousands of automobiles, or a railroad crossing.
These
to
permitted, cculd have killed a very
whose owners enjoy with our people the swiftly moving ^automobile (and
large moose.”
the use of the roads and leave with especially after dark) will sipeak to
our people a number of millions of the driver in more convincing term®
From the Shoulder.
dollars.
Where formerly the vacat than any words which might be em
‘‘ What do you consider the moat
Courtesy of M. C. R. R.
ionist came to us in Pullman cars ployed.
despicable creature in the world?” he
f
A MAINE CAMP IN WINTER
asked, by way of uncorking a little
drawn by locomotives on the
rail
The matter of protection of grade
conversation. “ The man who knows
road right-of-way, a majority of crossings is provided for in the
$6.00 and the lot of pelts brought an * he can t dance, but won’t admit It,"
them now come in other
Pullman Utilities Law, and is receiving, and uniform protection.
she retorted, glancing at her pumpt,
cars propelled along our highway’s, will receive, the careful attention cf
de
The railroads realize that a great-j offer of $10.00, which Vinton
which showed evidence of frequent
and one cf the problems requiring the Public Utilities- Commission. The er degree of
protection at grade |clined.
contact with his oxfords.
crossings is necessary, and that s-uc1 1
The recent feat of Mrs.
Stanley
Here, Q uit T hat.
^liitiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiinniiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiRiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiHiiniimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiuc protection should be in the form of
a warning of so distinctive and urd- j Pratt c f East Oxford will have to be- j Many a man’s spotless reputation ie
form a character as to mean to the admitted by all hunters to be worthy j due to the fact that he has never been
traveler, wherever he may be and of notice and doubly so, because it caught.—Columbus Enquirer-Sun. !
wherever he may come from that a happened on her birthday. She was j
Like Q ualities A ttract.
railway grade crossing is near ? \out hunting on November 24, and in
We never know a greater character
Surely, when the railroads a snowstorm, at a distance o 301 unless there is in ourselves some
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’ s best | hand.
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- f have reached this conclusion, there rods, shot and killed a 200-pound, 10-1 thing congenial to it.—Charming.
can remain little doubt as to the point buck deer, the big fellow at
| serve. Excellent camps and many out-lying ponds.
necessity for warnings at dangerous that standing face toward her. Hooks ' W henever you w rite to one of our
places* along our highways and for like a job any hunter might well be advertisers, don’t fo rg et to mention
the uniform character of warning de satisfied with..
Maine Woods.
It is im p ortan t to
vices or signs..
you to do so; im p ortan t to us and
A large red fox was found in a \the advertiser n atu rally wants to
spot cash takes it. For further information write
schcolhouse in Johnson township, Ind know where you found his name.
by the teacher, Charles
Winters,
when he opened the door a fe w ! THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
mornings ago.
Hounds had chased
HIS is a very in
the fox all night and it had jumped i
teresting and in
PHILLIPS,
MAINE
through tlie schoolhouse window. Thei structive book on mak THE
ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
Have wolves returned to the state , fox was not killed, but kept a prison-1 row boats, etc. It tells
. iiiin in im iiiiiim M iiiiiiiim iiiiH iiiiiiiiiiiiim m iiiiiiin iiim iiiiiM iiim im t in iiiiiiiii i i i i i i in i ii i m ii i i i ii i m i l i i im i i ii i i ii i i ii m i ii t i i i i m i i i ii i i ii i i ii i i i ii i i ii i i i ii m ii m i ii i i i ii :
PRIMER
er
until
it
could
be
viewed
by
the
of the various streams
of Maine from the northern wilds of
Hater it was released.
one can trip on with a
Canada after a long absence from children.
cabin boat, how to
this state?
This seems to be a
equip for such a trip,
Heslie
Pike,
a
freshman
in
the
Oxj
possibility, judging from the report
what to wear and eat,
that conies to Bangor from, Otis, that ford, Me., High school, has attended cost of a two month’s
has j trip. It gives descrip
fyymtcnil.\Sp09n
wolves have been seen in that vicin school regularly this fall tut
tions and diagrams,
found
time
to
trap
36
muskrats
and
! photographs and chapters on construction
ity.
when to float, when and where to land and
It is so long ago that
wolves one skunk.
other useful hints. Book is compiled of
have been in Maine that even the
Tw o 7-year-old Miltown, Me., young facts and observations made by the author
oldest men do -not recall having seen
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
any, but have heard of them from sters heard so muck about ^camping and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat
their parents.
Tradition has it that out in the woods that they decided THDown
d Down the Yukon. The Cabin Boat, How to
there is a locality in Township 32, to try it themselves, regardless of Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment,
Furnishings and Furniture. Odds and Ends 01
According’y Equipment.
Hancock county, where one of the permission from. home.
The Skiff or Tender, The Gaaoiise
Launch. What to Wear. Things to Eat. Cabia
early settlers was treed all night by they slipped away one day and caus Boat
Expenses. Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
a pack of wolves, but finally escaped ed no little anxiety. Search of course landing Lists. Floating, Floating at Nightandto
Fotrs. Going. Up Stream. Weather, Making Fast
with bis life.
It is well known that was made and the father of one of iand Some Rope Hints. Land ngs, Troubles, Cart

ANNUAL MEETING
OF MAINE A. A.

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

A REAL BARGAIN
$ 3,000

MAINE WOODS,

HAVE WOLVES
RETURNED?

T

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?
Young
w om en
go ing
*o
B oston to w o rk o r i t u i y ,
a n y la d y g o ing to B oston #or
p le a s u ro or on ■ ohopptng
t r ip w it h o u t m a lo ooeort w tti
And th o

Fnclosed please find $1.00 for* one year’ s subscription to
Maine W oods (outing edition.)

Franklin Square
House
a d e lig h tfu l placo to atop. A
H o m e - H o t e l In th o h e a r t of
B oston e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o
m en .
630 room s, o a fs , com
fo r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f access
o rlces reasonable*.
F o r p ar
t ic u la r s and p ric e s a d d re a -
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Nature’s OwnWrapping Keeps
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being pre
served in its natural state, possible only by pressing the
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
with a natural leaf wrapper.
T h e natural flavor and
strength o f tobacco escape when cut or granulated.

Take a Plug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried
out so that w hen you whittle it off it crumbles into dust,
but it will b u m and smoke smooth and cool as it has all
of its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in
Plug Form.
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repair
in both quality and quantity.
T r y this experiment an
judge for yourself.
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canoe, we started for Out Lake. The beard the grunt at tlhe same time,
lake iis surrounded by mites of hard followed by a slight breaking of
wood ridges wiiioh furnish the best twigs,
Walter said ‘‘It’s a bull,”
of hunting country.
and cautioned me to keep quiet; we
We did not put up at the campg. at could not see him hut could hear
the lake but made a lean-to, wiliere, him breaking twigs and walking awith the fire at our feet nights, We round, lie was so close to us.
enjoyed ourselves better than in the
He had not been started, as he
camp.
We hunted around the lake had not heard us and the wind was
for several days.
We saw no hulls blowing away from him.
It was so
hut came across several cows, one hard travelling and so dense in the
young lady being kind enough to al thicket, I could not see five yards
low us to go within a canoe length ahead, but could still hear the moose
of her and obtain her photograph, breaking.
Walter
whispered and
before she remembered she had urg said, ‘‘You go straight ahead and you
ent business elsewhere.
will get a good shot at him before he
We had been in camp nearly ten starts, and I will cut off to one side
days before I was able to get a good and perhaps may get a shot at him
buck; does were plenty, but as we if he makes off that way.” I moved
had enough meat, we did not shoot cautiously ahead, and had gone but
any.
One day we started over the a few yards when I stepped out in
ridges east of the lake looking for to a little clear space and say, my
moose signs.
In going through a heart stopped beating for a. second,
swamp I went into water hole knee ter right broadside to me only 18
deep; when I got up to the top of paces (afterwards measured) was a
He had not heard us and
the ridge I sat down cn an old log big bull.
to wring out my seeks, while Walter had a bunch of mocsewood twigs in
said he would go down over the side ills mouth that Ire had just broken
of the ridge and perhaps start some off.
thing.
He had been down hardly
It was the work cf a second only
two minutes when I heard a crash to put a Shot from the Remington
in the bushes in front of me. Grab back of liis shoulder; he lunged
The blood
bing my rifle I waited a few seconds and wheeled face on.
when out came a dandy buck onto streamed from liis nostrils showing
the old logging read not ten yards he had been lunged.
I put
two
distant.
I fired from where 'I was shots in quick succession into hie
sitting and Mr. Buck dropped not a shoulders, but both were unneoesdozen feet from me.
It was
the ary for the first shot did the trick.
first time I had ever been run down As the second and third shots struck
by a deer.
He had a dandy head him lie slowiy wheeled, his sides
and dressing him out I dragged the*I heaved and he staggered for a step

3

caught the afternoon train to Bos
ton, arriving early in the morning.
Thus ended my hunting trip of near
ly three weeks. I learned one tiling,
you never can tell where you are
going to find game, and it pays never
to give up until you aire out of the
woods.
•
I received the head from the taxi
dermist some few months later, and
it certainly is a beautiful trophy.
Oftentimes when sitting in an easy
chair in my den, I find myself gazing
intently at the head of Mr. Bull, and
my thoughts revert to the
Maine
woods.
Surrounded by moose: heads,
buck and doe heads, birds and fish,,
mounted trophies from the “ Maine
Woods” as well as the various ar
ticles such as guns, cameras, and ac
cessories dear to the heart of a
sportsman, I hunt my hunts over and
over, but nonq of my trips before or
since appeal to me as did this one.
I will never forget the moment
when the old bull sank to the ground,,
turned Inis horns back with his nose
in the air, and passed away.—'Harry
G. Sheldon in ‘‘In the Maine Woods.”

AN ASSISTANT FOR
CURATOR JAMES
Malcolm McLachilan has joined the
staff of State House employes and
has been assigned to special duty in
the State museum.
He will assist
Curator James and wMI have the gen
eral care of the section cf the Cap
itol given over to the State museum.

wakened about 7 a. m. by the porter’s
“ First call to breakfast, sah.” Half
an hour later found me seated in the
dining car enjoying breakfast, for the
meals you get on the B. & A. diner
For nearly a dozen years I had can’t be beaten.
The six hours’ ride from
Bangor
been going to Maine for my annual
Hon. Edgar E. Ring, former State
unt, always getting my limit of deer was greatly enjoyed, for the scenery
From
forest commissioner, is sending out a
with plenty of partridge and smaller along the B. & A. its superb.
letter in his official capacity as pre
game, but I had never been able tc Bangor to South Lagrange, 25 males
sident of the Maine Forestry Assoc
secure a moose.
Several times I you travel through a beautiful farming
iation to representative members in
had “almost” got a shot, and al country, but from there you traverse
various parts of the State asking for
though I had seen cow moose by the a forest country broken here and
an effort to increase the membership
dozen., “ Dame Fortune” had never there by scores of lakes and ponds
for the first anniversary. Mr. Ring
smiled upon me and given me a and streams with an occasional settle*'
Near Norwants the Maine Forestry association
chance at a bull.
But all things raenit along the railroad.
to equal in numbers tbe organizations
i come to him wlio waits—if you wait cross you pass the South and North
Twin Lakes, Penobscot waters, and
in other states and he thinks, con
long enough.
sidering the iimportance of Maine’s
As the hunting season approached from here is obtained a glorious view
forest and timberland interests, that
I a few years ago, I began to be af- of Mount Kataihdim. Noon found me
this can be done.
l fected by “The Call of the W oods” a* Ashland Junction where I changed
trains
and
took
the
Ashland
branch
and when my guide, Walter Swett,
“ Massachusetts, with a comparativ<
of Oxbow, wrote me tliat game in as far a<s Masardis, arriving shortly NOT THE MOOSE IN THE STORY BUT A BIG ONE JUST THE SAME small area of forest, has a very
I Aroostook was more plentiful than after 1 o’clock.
strong association,” said Mr. Ring to
At the station was Walter Swett,
usual, I simply had to pack my duds
carcass to the canoe.
Down near jo: two, when with a heavy thud he a Commercial reporter, ‘‘and there is
and hike for that country, wiring with his pair of greys and h^avy tiie canoe on the bank of the stream j sank to the ground, turned his big sufficient interest to keep its execut
After dinner at Sabine’s
t Walter to meet me the following Mon. wagon.
I picked up a birch horn such as is j horns back with his nose in the air, ive secretary engaged exclusively it
Hotel we started on our 12 mile
j day.
used in calling mocse. Walter said [never to move again.
Up to the the work of the association.”
Leaving Boston on the 10 p. m. drive to the Oxbow village, a small the horn had been left there some ! time he fell I had been as “ ccol as
The officers of the association are
express Sunday I was soon on my settlement on the Aroostook Which years before, when one of the sports ice” but when he dropped Walter now considering plans for a general
in
*ay to the happy hunting grounds. I derives its name from a bend
men had got a moose early in the 1said I acted like a lunatic, and I meeting of the members. Just when
the Pullman smoking room were sev the river resembling an ox bow.
season by calling.
As it was near know for a few minutes I shook all and what form this get-together will
We did not attempt to make camp,
eral sportsmen, old and new,
and
ly sunset Walter gave a series
of over with excitement, and for over take lias not been decided but it is
i the yarns that were spun for am hour eight miles in, that night but start ‘‘calls” but received no answer.
j half an hour I chattered like a mag- 1 purposed to have a program that will
or more would do credit to Ananias. ed in the following morning, arriving
Finally Walter said 1 had bet-1 attract state-wide attention.
A few days later we were going pie.
On
As most 0f the yarns were tiresome, at the camp just before noon.
ter shut up and let him talk.
No
up
the
stream
I
saw
a
nice
buck
on
President Ring’s letter is as fol
dturned in and was soon dreaming oi the way in we got a few partridges the shore feeding and by careful wonder I talked for after nine years lows:
j
®oose, bear, and deer, only to be a- and finding a deer which, the hoys work Walter worked the canoe up of waiting I had my prize, and a priz
My dear Sir:
had shot, hanging up at camp, we
he was, 50 inches spread, with 13
As the time approaches for the an
had plenty of meat fer dinner.
As io within 30 yards of him when a points, heavy antlers, and with large
she'
from
the
30-30
put
Mr.
Buck
nual meeting of the Maine Forestry
Walter’s cooking is some class
we
That same even- brow points, good web and veTy even, association, it seems to me that we
had a rattling good meal, venison, out of business.
in0as
we
were
paddliing
up one of while his scadp was a fine one.
should make an effort to increase
partridge, fried potatoes, onions, hot
Our first work, which, we did be the membership.
TIME TABLE
the
small
brooks
which
enter
the
To make the or
biscuits, syrup, preservos and coffee.
fore Mr. Moose was hardly dead, was ganization effective we should have
main
stream
I
saw
a
fox
run
along
In Effect, December 13, 1915.
The afternoon was spent in fixing
He did not see us and to take some photos, and luck cer at least 500 members.
The purpos
ARLINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm- up around camp and unpacking bag the shore.
!aft<m for Phillips, Rangeley and Bigelow, at
tainly was with me for there in a es of the organization:
in
a
few
minutes
came
out
in
plain
The camps are pleasantly lo
f15P.M.,and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas- gage.
view not 20 yards away.
A care thicket so dense that I had to cut
1. To promote a vigorous forest
•snger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A . M. cated at the old logging dam at the
'“d from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
ful
bplaced
shot
brought
Mr.
Rey down trees to get position, I obtain policy that is rational and practical.
foot
of
a
four
inMe
deadiwater
on
the
*•M
.
ed (some of the best photos possible.
2. To discuss subjects relating to
Mixedtrain arrives at 9.35 A . M. and leaves at Umculcus stream.
Six miiles up the nard to our game bag and his hide
kOOA.M.
It took some time to dress out the forest fires and conversation.
now forms a dandy little rug.
stream is Out Lake, a body of water
STR0NG Passenger trains arrive at Strong
As the time approached for going carcase, and as it was late in the
3. Protection of watershed's and
quarter to
Phillips at 6 23
M.. and from Phillips and three miles long and a
day we did not finish but made for tree planting.
“Mwleyat 1.34 P. M . and from Bigelow at 1.15 three quarters of
a mile across. home I began to feel down spirited
tor another year’s trip was about the settlement which we reached
4. Having an oversight as to legis
! M„ and from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and
Camps are located also at Out Lake.
*'P. M. Passenger trains leave Strong for
just at dark.
Tlhe following morn lation—appeal, surely, to all engaged
over
and
no
moose.
Our
remain
deadwater furnishes excellent
f«rmington at 6.23 A. M. and 1 37 P. M. For The
ing we started in early accompan or interested in timberlands, the pulp
hillipgat 12.37 P. M. For Phillips and Rangecanoeing and canoes can be used gen ing few days were spent jn hunting
,*yat5.47P. M. For Bigelow at 2.00 P. M. and
ied by three of the boys and found and aper industry and the manufact
over
the
couutry
with
no
fresh
erally well into November.
The
IwKintrfield at 5.50 P. M.
I am sending you a
It was a cool Oct the moose all right. The three shots ure of lumber.
sMixedTrain arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M. stream’ runs through a hog about two tracks in sight.
.from Kingfield at 8.25 A. M., and from Farmhad been fired so quickly cut of the number of application cards and also
ober
morning
when
we
left
camp
at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40 miles long and one mile wide and at
coming out.
The team bringing our Remington Auto that two of tbe the present membership list and I
' M.and for Farmington at 8-45 A. M.
all seasons of the year deer and
empty Shells lay crossed and the am going to ask you if you will be
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farming- moose are seen
most every day luggage started about 7 o’clock and
»at6.00A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
other was about three inches away.
so kind ,as to secure as many memb
Walter
said
that
instead
of
going
in the
0"• M, Passenger Trains arrive from Farm- feeding, and can he found
I
It was impossible to take out the ers in your locality a,s possible.
out the tote road we would cut ajllttonat 12.55 P. M, and 6.10 P. M. From Range- water until the stream freezes.
t,*t 12-20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
animal whole, as there was no road am making a similar appeal to men
cross
the
country.
We
started
at
W e took a trip up the stream
Sued Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A .
about 8, Walter carrying a shotguni accessible to horse and team, so in other localities in t'he state and I
•Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm- after supper but were unable to get
l3*tonat 2 15 P. M.
for
partridge while I carried the 30- Walter removed the head, feet and am certain that with this, co-operat
a shot at a deer.
Several days
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves for Farm30
Remington,
Automatic. About two hide and prepared them for the taxi ion our membership list will be sub
were spent cruising the country look
f}onat 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P- M.
Will' you send
dermist.
It took some little time stantially increased.
we were miles from camp we struck into some
<^ra^n arrives from Phillips at 3.45 P. M. ing for moose signs but
hi your membership cards before Jan.
to
cut
up
the
meat
and
fix
the
head.
fresh,
workings
in
a
small
swamp
but
Cleaves at 7.30 A. M.
unable to run into' any bulls.
We
moose. When we were ready to start Walter 5th?
Passenger Train leaves for Strong at
finally concluded that the bulls were were unable to locate the
M. and for Bigelow at 2.38 P. M.
Thanking you in advance for the
Noon time found us seme miles from shouldered the head, and jokingly
MixedTrain leaves for Bigelow at not around the dead waters, hut had
assistance I am sure you will be glad
remarked
to
the
boys
that
it
had
the
settlement,
and
after
lunch
we
Passenger train leaves for Bigelow at worked back into the timber,
and
We had gone a- taken him. nine years to get him and to give, I am,
11
^ ' xe(l train arrives from Bigelow at
packing part of our luggage into the started for home.
■0 A. M., and passenger train arrives from
Yours very truly,
bout a mile when a dandy buck lie was not {going to trust him with
fi»c,°W 't-50 P. M. Passenger train leaves
EDGAR E. RING, Pres,
stepped out in sight cf Walter, but any cheap guide.
Farmington at 12.30.
An hour’s hike brought us to the
^ O W Mixed train arrives from Kingfield P A L M E R E N G IN E S A N D we did not fire as we could not use
p' . A M., and departs for Kingfield and
Every Issue of Maine Woods Car
the head or meat.
Lucky we didn't settlement where the head was the
LAU NCH ES.
rivs fDf^on at 10.00 A. M. Passenger train arries a Fresh W h iff
of the
Pine
object
of
the
usual
amount
of
cur
for
we
had
gone
only
a
few
rods
fn, p- m Farmington at 3.43 P. M. and departs
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes when I heard a grunt off to the right iosity by the villagers and sports Tree State w ith it. W hy Not Sub
'Kingfield at 4.00 P. M.
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
I left tbe bead to be sent scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER of us only a short distance away men.
Phillips, Maine.
Walter to the taxidermist, and by hustling ^the Y earBROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me. down in a swamp thicket.
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12 ounces went out to White field Wednesdayi they saw the branch on which his
stations, they have come to every Rain water,
Set the gun barrel away to dry to lcok into a report concerning the j home is fastened twisted off above
city and town in Maine by team and
is |his house by the terrific force cf the
automobile and a great many have thoroughly and. then repeat until alleged use of deadfalls, which
ISSUED WEEKLY
Igale.
“ Billy,” however, weathered
been killed in the woods and con seven or eight coats have been ap unlawful at this season.
--------j the storm and Monday was seen as
After the barrel lias had
sumed there.
Every woods camp Ls plied.
The Commissioners of Inland Fisfli-j usual about his home, though showPhillips, Maine
allowed six deer during the season plenty of time to dry wash thorough
and everyone who has been in the ly with a cloth and hot water, and eries and Game made formal appli- in0' effects of his trying experience,
L. B. BRACKETT,
woods knows that there are no eamipst polish with a piece of soft woed cation scone time ago to the United
Business Manager
Slates Bureau of Fisheries for stock
The Waterviile Rifle Club officials
that do not have at least that num dampened with linseed oil.
For re-blueing barrels without heat to be introduced into the inland sent in a. requisition' for more rifles
h
er
during
the
year.
OUTING EDITION
ing the following applies:
waters of Maine.
The Bureau has |to the National Association Monday,
paffeB ■ . . . ......................................... $1.00 per year
Wipe the gun barrel free and clean promised the Commisstemers a gen the club membership having swelled
Chief Warden Wood of Greenville
LOCAL EDITION
other deposits, erous supply of trout, togue and land to a considerable extent. Many of
12 and 16 paices .. .............................. $1.50 per year has reported to the Commissioners of oil, rust or aniy
Canadian. Maxican. Caban and Panama sub
their
of Inland Fisheries and Game
the then apply nitric acid, using care to locked salmon stock; the trout to the members are purchasing
scription 50 eeats extra. .Foreign subscription
come
from
Colorado;
the
togue
from
see
that
none
of
the
acid
touches
owns
gun®
and
when
the
out-of-doors
payment
of
a
fine
of
$11
by
Fred
5 cents extra.
Neutralize with water or' Minnesota.
shooting begins next summer the ma
Twombiliay for a violation of the the hands.
gtotered as second class matter. January 21, game laws by taking trout in closed a soda solution, oil the barrel
and
jority of the guns will: probably be
19*9, at the postoffloe at Phillips. Maine, under
burnish.
Unless you have had some
The Bangor News recently publish--1 owned by the fellows using them
season.
the Act of March 3.1879.
experience under intelligent super ed correspondence in which the re
Live Up to the Part.
Leonard McKowni of West South- vision it is better to leave the blue porter stated that the commissioners
Tae Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
No longer talk at. all about the Kind
state or Maine as to Hunting, Trapping. Camj>- port attempted to pull a gun from ing process to a gunsmith.
of inland, fisheries and game were
mtt and Outing news, and the Franklin county
a boat as he landed at ■an island
Apropos of the duck season:
Ex to bo requested to open a certain of man that a good man ought to be,
oaalty.
but he such.—Marcus Aurelius.
The ccmmiisMaine Woods solicits communications and fiBb near his kome Thursday, December ceptionally good decoys can. be pur lake to ice fishing.
,n d game photographs from its readers.
16, on a ginning trip and the gun chased at almost any goed sporting sio’” r.a’ l's attention to the fact that
When ordering the address a
your paper exploded, the charge of buckshot ter
Mr. Smith Protests.
goods stone, but if cue is inclined to U has no power to open to ice fish
hanged, please give the old* as well as new
“ Looky here!” snarled Grout P.
ribly mangling his right forearm, so be
thrifty,
very passable-looking ing a bo^y o f water closed by an act
ddress.
Smith, addressing the village bora
that amputation was necessary
at birds can be whittled from wood of the- Legisla-uro.
•
“
Why the deuce do you keep saying,
T H U R S D A Y , D E C E M B E R 30, 1915. St. Andrews hospital at Boothbay with a penknife.
You know,’ when you are talking to
Harbor.
A piece of soft white wood about
Among the lucky Augusta fisher me? Dad-burn it, of course I know!
5 inches wide and 1% to 3 inches men Friday were Harold Pierce and In addition to what I wilfully and ma
H.
L. Spinney of 47 Corliss St.,thick offers splendid
opportunities William Peavey, who visited one of liciously know on my own hook, I
Bath, a former game warden and en for the amateur carver’s skill.
By the ponds to the eastward of the know thousands of things not worth
thusiastic sportsman, i.s experiment cutting the plank info lengths of ap city and in five hours’ fishing land knowing, that people have insisted oa
telling m e!”—Kansas City Star.
ing with pheasants and has started proximately 9 or 10 inches' the wood ed a string of 32 pickerel ranging
ic with; seven birds of the Chinese can be worked easily and the body from a foot to 20 inches in length.
Founded Great Society.
Deputy Game Warden Abraham C. ring neck, silver and golden variety, of the make-believe birej formed.
M. Dunant, the founder of the Red
Oliver reports to the Commissioners and there is lots of interest among
The peck and head can be cut
‘‘Billy,” the red squirrel which for Cross, bestowed his entire fortune oa
of Inland Fisheries and Game
the the local sportsmen in his experi freon a single piece of wood, and
several years has lived in a little various charities, and subsequently
payment of a fine of $10 and $2.50 ment.
Mr. Spinney says that there then joined to the body with a couple house in a tree on Lincoln park, received a pension from the empress
costs by Johin Hunt for hunting on is no reason why the woods of of wire nails.
,
Portland, opposite the police head of Russia. He, no doubt, had little
Sunday in Phippsiburg.
Maine should net he stocked and kep
A couple of coats cf dull
black quarters, and is known to and idea of the far-reaching effect that
supplied with this game bird.
paint and a few white stripes to in friends with hundreds of children as his suggestion would bring about, for
Deputy Game Warden Walter H.
dicate in a general way the lighter well as older people, had a narrow there is no section of the world that
Barker of West Paris reports to the
has not been reached in some way or
Moose are getting to he quite stripling of the real bird will com escape in the big storm.
The wind
other by this great international char
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries plenty in East Washington and also
plete the job, and if a little care is was blowing its hardest and numer itable organization, and millions of
and Game the prosecution of Jesse quite tame, one coming from
the exercised a very acceptable decoy
ous persons were
concerned for dollars have been spent for relief
Adams of North Lovell for setting woods to S. T. Overlook’s door-yard, will result.
A
penknife, chisel, “ Billy’s ” safety and doubly so when work.
unmarked traps.
The
respondent calmly looking down the outside cel
wood and some sandpaper tog ether
was taken before Trial Justice Cyrus lar door and walking away as uncon with the required paint, are all the
K. Chapman and a fine of $10 and cerned as if she belonged there. Al
equipment necessary.
costs was imposed'.
lan Ripley also saw one cross the
The writer has a string of twelve
road a few rods from where he was
Garni© Warden John R. Flynt of loading lumber in Rodolphus Suke- of these birds carved cut as de
scribed during his idle moments, and
Monson has reported to the cominis*- foirth’s pasture.
It is said that the
sioners of inland fisheries and game animals yard in what is known; as while they may not be a® fancy as
some of the “ store” variety,
they
the payment of a fine of $10 by L. A. Dustin’s outdown, only a short dis
have proven mightly effective.
Marsh of Ray for violation of the Sun tance from South Liberty.
Incidently, here’s a tip for water
day hunting law.
proofing bocts that may come in.
James E. Buckley and son, James
Game Warden Charles Knights of E. Buckley, Jr., had a hunting trip handy some day:
Boil together two parts of pine
Lincoln lias reported the payment of on Millinocket stream, where they
a fine of $20 by A. L. Richardson of were at the camp of D. H. Buckley of tar and three parts of cod-liver oil.
Kingman for violation of the non Millinocket, a brother of Mr. Buck- Soak the leather in the hot mixture,
rubbling in while hot.
It will make
resident hunter’s license law.
ley Sr.
James E. Jr., secured a fine
boots waterproof and will keep them
dee.
soft for months in spite of repeated
A party of Popham Beach hunters
wettings.—Bangor News.
on Dec. 6 while out after foxes near
The Bay Point gunners won the
Morse’s river, found a large gray side hunt over the Phippsburg hunt
eagle, disabled and unable to
fly ers Thanksgiving day by more than
hut a short distance at a time. He 1,000 points.
It was a great beat
was captured after a smart struggle under Captain Herman Spinney, with
and taken home to Popham, where Captain Arthur Stevens commanding
he is known as Uncle Sam.
He
tiie Phippsburg hoys. There were
being well cared for and will be lib 24 men on a side, and the game was
Chief Gam© Warden Howard Wood
erated when able to fly.
He had a beautiful sight, including many par
of Greenville has reported to the
evidently been wounded by some tridges, a fox, a mink and other
Commissioners of Inland
Fisheries
hunter, who has no respect for our birds and animal®.
At the Hunt and Game the prosecution of Frank
national bird.
Masquerade ball in the Bay Point Dinsmore of Bangor for killing two
Casino in the evening there
was deer illegally.
It was charged that
While any conjecture as to the lobster stew and plain lobster with
th© respondent had killed four deer
actual number of deer shot in the pork and beans for those not car
in the 1915 season, two being the
woods would be pure guesswork, it ing for the shell fjsh.
There were legal limit.
Because of extenuating
is safe to say that at least 10,000 200 in the casino and the ladies’
circumstances the fin© was suspend
deer have been killed during
the gown® were elegant.
ed and the respondent allowed
to
past season.
They have been ship
depart upon payment of costs taxed
ped from the woods at Somerset Jot.,
Path Times.—It is said that the at $16.49.
Oakland and Portland, game shipping tram© commission's' gunning float on
Merrymeeting Bay, which was miss
A fisherman at Los Angeles, Cal.,
ed by Warden Perkins some two tried gathering bilenes without a
weeks ago, cannot he repaired, ow bar.
He raised one from the rocks
ing to its construction and the hole and it sprung back, taking a grip
in the shell.
The beat was sunk or. the fisherman as it settled back.
T h e classified page after being smashed. It was lately He
was held firm and th© tide had
discovered by Warden Perkins. As nearly reached him before he was
constitutes a clearing the float is the property cf the state,
able to get assistance.
the perpetrators of the mischief are
h o u se o f “ W h i t e liable to be severely punished if cap
Maurice Appleton of Augusta is atured.
mong the lucky fishermen of the

W OODS

M A IN E

J. W. Brackett Co.

LAST OF THE
GAME NOTES

An* Exceptional Opportunity

To introduce our special brand of

cigars throughout the United States,

we will until Feb. 1, 1916, send to any

NOTES FROM
address one-half dozen o f our ten-cent
ALL AROUND

cigars, a very beautiful ash tray and a
“ Best’’ cigar case FREE. Equal to one

dollar’s worth o f goods.
means o f

We take this

advertising our cigars to

show the public that the “ Best” cigar

is the best.

Bear in mind that this

offer is void after Feb. 1, 1916.

1

Inclose 25 cents in coin or stamps

q

(coin preferred) to help cover cost of

advertising, packing and mailing.

Elephants.”

CJMost people have a
w h ite

elephant — a

discarded article which
either

has

purpose

or

served
for

reasons is not

its

other
earning

its room.

^ Every white elephant
of yours has a cash value
to some one.

q A want ad will find
a buyer for a few cents.

T IP S

FOR

HUNTERS

week.
He recently took a pickerel
from Tcgus pond that measured 26
inches and weighed exactly four lbs.

Keeping a gun. in condition i& not
such a difficult task if one gives the
County Game Wardens Bertrand
matter a little care and attention,
Smith of Augusta and Henry Merrill
but the trouble iis that sometimes we
feel a little lazy, and so ‘‘friend”
gun suffers.
Among the many formulas given
for browning or finishing gun barrels,
a
cash to
the following is recommended:
Remove the old finish with, an em,ery cllotli, and polish th© gun barrel, finance that proposition?
using car© not to touch the barrel
A
ad may find
with fhe hands or oil after cleaning.
Then with a piece of absorbent cot
who has idle
ton apply a solution made of the the
following:
3 drams cash which he would
Spirits of nitre,
3 drams
Tincture of iron,
be glad to invest,
Sulphur,
1 dram
Blue vitriol,
2 drams
s worth trying.
Corrcsiive sublimate,
1 dram
Nitric acid,
V2 dram
Copperas,
1 dram

t] Need

q

want
fellow

little

ALWAYS BOY THE “ BEST” CIGAR

THE BEST CIGAR CO.,
324 Kimball Bldg.,
Boston, Mass.

18 Tremont St.

IWAINE

C L A S S IF I E D
On« cent a word in advance. No headline or
other die (day. Subjects in a, h. c. ardor

rOR SALiE OR EXCHANGE—Young,
sound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
ind light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross.
Phillips, Me.
FOR SALE—Desirable house lots in
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.
PRESSED hay at $16 per ton. Small
pigs and shoats.
B„ P. Beal, Phil
lips, Me.
Smokers, my “ government seal” cig
ars are better than most 5
cent
cigars.
Send $1.50 for trial box of
50 cigars and be convinced.
J. H.
Barmen, 195 South, Mulberry street,
Dept. A., Mansfield, Olhdo.
FOR SALE —Beef by the side
quarter. B. F. Beal, Phillips.

or

WANTED— Hardwood ashes, will pay
15 cents per bushel.
Will collect
about the middle of March. Charles
Wilbur, Phillips, Maine.
FOR SALE—Second hand sleigh.
Harold Beedy, Phillips, Maine.'
FOR SALE—A good new milch Jer
sey cow. W. T. Hinds, Phillips.
ENDURANCE
T IT L E
G OES
M AXW ELL.

TO

Touring

Ex

Car

Gives

W onderful

hibition of Speed and Stam ina.

WOOD8,

to the Lord Motor Car Co., Southern
California, Maxwell distributors, who
conducted the run.
The car which,
more than three years ago, set the
motor non-stop figures at 12,404.9
miles, averaged around 409 miles
daily.
This was the schedule map
ped out first for the Maxwell, but it
was found, during the first day of
the run, that much better speed was
possible without in the least increas
ing the task of the motor.
As a
result a schedule of 500 miles daily
was established and slightly exceed
ed.
A .big crowd of enthusiastic Cali
fornians saw A. A. A. Representative,
Earl Cooper, send the car away on
•
’ ts long grind.' The conditions call
ed for constant running of' the motor,
W/bether the car was in progress or
standing still.
The first 5,000 miles
were covered without a break in the
consistent running. Experienced mo-'
torists then began to believe suc
cess possible.
During the period be
tween 5,000 and 10,000 miles,ytwo se
vere storms were encountered, in one
of which the car was forced to ford
streams in the main highways to get
back to Los Angeles from a suburban
trip.
LOS ANGELES EXCITED
On Friday morning, Dec. 17, the ca
passed the old total and there was
great rejoicing.
Rumors were rife
of a similar attempt by a competing
dealer and this caused the run to be
continued;
During its long run, the
car has become a well-known feat
ure of Los Angeles and its suburbs.
Often its day’s work includes an ex
tended tour to some other Southern
California city.
Motorists generally credit the non
stop as the severest possible test of
a motor.
General
knowledge that a
i
moment’s stop for repair or adjust
ment will end the run has made the
Maxwell’s performance so interesting
to the public that its daily progress
is a source of conversation and fre
quent wagers.—Adv.

LOS ANGELES, CAL., Dec. *------- .
Under official observation by the
American Automobile Association and
as part of a motor non-stop run still
in progress, a stock Maxwell touring
car has already established the fol
lowing road records:
5.000 miles in 10 days.
10.000 miles in 20 days.
12,405 miles in 25 days.
Official reports will show all three
of these records slightly better than
the above close approximations. If
the car is continued on the road
Optim istic Thought.
until Jan. 1, as is probable, it will
We
have
no room for the giant man,
probably end its run with a total
but plenty of space for the man with
of about 20,000 miles in 40 days.
a giant mind.
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bo shorn of half its glories.
But the rabbit drive, frolic as it
It Saves the Farm ers of Texas Coun is, is a matter of prime importance
ty About $250,000.
to this part of Texas. Rabbits have
multiplied here so rapidly that only
The spring campaign of the Rang concerted action can keep them with
ers has been very, successful
and in such limits as to make it possible
the organization has again demon- to carry on agricultural
operations
strafed its value as one of the insti without heavy loss.
it is estimated
tutions of Texas.
No, this story has that the yearly drive saves the farm
nothing to do with the Mexican situ ers of the country not less than $250,ation; it treats of the exploits of the 000.
To be sure, one can protect
Runnels county rabbit rangers, an or his growing crops against the ravages
ganization of much more account to of rabbits by inclosing the fields wit^
the farmers of this region than its 1a wire netting about three feet in
famous namesake, now that Uncle height, but this is expensive, and is
Sam has undertaken the job of polic- not after ail an infallible preventive.
mg the border.
Hence the great popularity of the
The rabbit rangers have a consti-; drive.
tution and by-laws of their own, deal
The most famous rabbit drive ever
ing solely with the problem of reduc held in Texas was that organized
ing the overabundant jack and cotton several years ago on Inis ranch in
tail population.
Not only the farm Dimmit county by T. A. Coleman of
ers of this fertile stretch of country, San Antonio.
He built a
large
but the bankers, lawyers and busam-1 round, corral, using fine wire netting
ess men of the community are e iir about three feet in height with one
roiled as rangers and take part in the opening.
Extending from this gate
spring drives, wliicli are at once the were two wire netting fences, each a
business and the pleasure of
the mile long, diverging from each other
members for the annual event
is at such an angle that tiheir outside
made the occasion of a huge picnic ends were about half a mile apart.
in which men, women and children The driving party exceeded 250 in
participate, the women's auxiliary per-i number, each person being armed
forming its part by furnishing the! with a club, with which he beat the
luncheon of fried chicken, com bread mesquite and other cover through
and mince turnovers, without which j which the members of the hunt march
a Runnels county rabbit drive would ed, converging upon the opening

^ D o you f e e l ,

M r.

leading to the trap.
On this drive
1,777 rabbits were killed in the cor
ral alone, exclusive of the number
slaughtered in the rush to the pen.
It is only in recent years that the
rabbit has become such a great men
ace to the ranchmen of
southwest
Texas.
Since the government
has
placed abounty on carnivorous ani
mals, such as bob-cats and coyotes,
these are naturally sought and killed
in great numbers by hunters and
trappers.
The destruction of coyote
aids the increase of rabbits, because
coyoteshunt them for food.
The
averageranchman therefore * would
prefer to pay a bounty for rabbits.
In the Days Gone By.

The father of a football' player must
feel a thrill of pride to think of the
times gone by when he could promise
the boy a licking with confidence in
his ability to make good.
Be Positive.
It is the idle life and the empty
mind and the empty soul that is in
the greatest peril. It is on the vacant
land that they shoot all the filthy rub
bish. The bad pictures get on the
walls because there are vacant spaces.
It is a useless thing to try to exter
minate evil in your life as though that
were the end of your being. It is not
enough to check vice, to say to your
children, “Thou shalt not,’’ and to sug
gest nothing positive. Be positive.—
Rev. Charles Brown. D. D.

A Special Offer to You

Reader, that your abili

A Maine Daily Newspaper for Maine Readers

ties are coining all they

Every person in Maine should read a daily paper to keep
in touch with the news of the state and world. The Maine
Woods furnishes all of the news of this section o f the State.
The Lewiston Evening: Journal will furnish you with the news
of the entire State and world.

are worth?

^ W h y not do a little
prospecting with a
“ Situation W a n te d ” ad? j
{]JThe possibilities are
worth the small expense.

We want yon to read the Lewiston Journal and as a
Special inducement offer you

Lewiston Evening Journal b r 3 Months,) Both
Whitaker’s 1916 Almanac, including an ( for
exhaustive review of the European W art 50c

Send your order today.
Clip this advertisement and mail it together with 50c in stamps
to Circulation Dept., Journal, Lewiston, Me.

VOUCHED FOR BY A. A. A.
There can. be no questioning the
authenticity of the records. The car
was rigidly examined and passed as
stock, before the run began, Nov. 22.
An A. A. A. observer has been, wiitli
it every moment since. The mileage
has been taken by two speedometers.
To a great extent, the sensational
speed feature was a surprise, even

The Measure
Of an Occasional Trip to

PORTLAND
Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the

NEW CHASE HOUSE
Is the Hotel Decided'Upon as a
Home During: Your Stay.
Positively the Only First-Class Modern
House In the City, With All Conven
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Water and Local and Long Distance
Telephone in All Rooms.

Just a step from Monument Square
Restaurant Connected. Kates Reasonable.
Take the “ Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car f.otn
Union Station.
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY

H. E. THURSTON,
R. P. HIMMELEIN.
Proprietors.

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. H e was the first bottleTjhas
th e largest business and

N Y O IL

is the best oil he has ever made.

N Y O IL
H AS N O E Q U A L.
Beware of scented mixtures called
Use N Y O IL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
oil.

tion.

Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made bv

W M . F. N YE,

New Bedford, Mas*.

HE PROOF of the Maxwell is in its use. You can read pages of
specifications and the chances are you still won’t know your car.
But try out a Maxwell for a month and you’ll appreciate
then what sort of material was built in.
Rightly considered, not an extravagance but an invest
ment, so get the HABIT; save a little, buy a Maxwell.

PAY A L I T T L E D O W N
THEN PAY AS YOU RIDE
Demonstrations G la d ly M ad e —
Electric Lighted
U U ll
and Started
DELIVERIES NOW

Open Sundays and Evenings

F. S. H A L E Y ,
Upper Village,

Phillips, Maine
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FIVE FOXES
ASSIGN FISH IN
FROM ALASKA
STATE AQUARIUM
Curator James Fills Eight Tanks
as Permanent Quarters
Curator Tlh.oimias A. James lias as
signed. the several fLstti families .which,
reside in the state aquarium to their
permanent quarters.
Here follows a
directory of the aquarium:
Tank 1—Brook trout and salmon of
from one to two years of age and
six Aiibino salmon, all from Camden
hatchery.
Tank 2—Four square tail trout
weighing from two to three pounds
and two smaller ones, all from Bel
grade lakes.
Tank 3—Slix landlocked salmon of
from four to six pounds, all from
Lake Auburn.
Tank 4—Fingerling trout of from
one to two years of age, all from
Auburn hatchery.
Tank 5—Pickerel, white and yel]<■ perch, hornpout, suckers,
sun
fish, etc., from here and there and
everywhere.
Tank 6—Three brown trout, all
from Lake Auburn.
Tajik 7—Bass (this exhibit lias not
been received and the tank now con
tains some one-year-old salmon.)
Tank 8—‘Silver sides, for Visitors
to admire for their beauty and for
the big inmates of other tanks to de
vour for their nourishment as . often
as Curator James thinks they need
such a treat.
The two exhibits which are rivals
for the blue ribbon are the brown
trout and albino salmon
exhibits.
One of the brown trout is a splendid
great fellow, perfect in form and
markings, a blue-ribiboner in the eyes
of any angler.
The six albino sab
moil are not only marvelously beau
tiful fish' but are ‘‘scoops” for the
Maine aquarium.
It i,s said that
none others exist in the country—
none other than these sax and their
family relation® at Camden. Attempts
have been made to ship them alive
to the Boston aquarium but tbey are
so delicate that Boston has not yet
received any that lived. These albino
salmon were hatched at Camden from
a Fish river salmon and all these
eggs hatched albino salmon.
The
specimens now living are three years
old and thousands of eggs were taken
from them recently to hatch in April.
There is great interest in the hatch
ing, for should the eggs hatch albino
a most beautiful new species of fish
will soon abound in Maine waters.
The fish are true albino types with
translucent pink eye®. Their white
bodies have colored markings.
Chief Warden Howard Wood of
Greenville reports to the commission
ers of inland fisheries and game the
payment of fines and costs amount
ing to $28 by W. J. Long, for killing
four partridges in e.csed time.
S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FO R
M A IN E
W OODS AND
READ ALL
T H E O U T IN G N E W S -

Five foxes consigned to James C.
Malcolm of Gardiner
arrived last
week after a 5,500-mile journey from
hiis farm in Alaska.
The
animals
stood the journey well and, outside
of a few bruises, from being confin
ed so oloselly in oratesi, had mot suf
fered much.
Mr. Malcolm had the
animals sent to Gardiner for experi
mental breeding,.
They are of the
variety known ais the Alaska or cross
fox and are a cross from red and
black breeds.
Three of - the five
were born in captivity and the others
were captured wild.
The animals
are much tamer than the species fa
miliar to Maine.
Even after the
irritating experiences of a long jour
ney they showed a friendly disposi
tion to thiO.se who saw them at the
depot.
Mr. Malcolm has just return
ed to Gardiner after several months
in Alaska.. He has been employed by
the Copper River Northwestern Rail
road, and made bis headquarters in
Cordova, where his brother, H. B.
Malcolm, a graduate of the Gardiner
high, school, who is, associated with
the railroad, resides

PLATES WILL
BE DARK BLUE
The 1916 automobile registration
plates will be dark blue with, white
embossed figures.
The embossing
will make the plates proof against
the possibility of falsification and
will make quite impossible the old
trick of making the figures illegible
by cracking off enamel. Plates for
merly used could be mutilated by
cracking off enamel so that portions
of the figures were removed and the
number could not be read. The em
bossing on the 1916 plates can easily
be seen after the enamel is broken
away from part, or all of the figures.
The color plan of the 1916 plates is
nearly the same, as that of the 1914
plates and exactly the same as the
1915 plates used by the State of
Virginia.
The new plates are now
;n transit and over 500 of them will
be distributed by Harold P. Davis, au
tom.cbile clerk,
immediately upon
their arrival.
Many orders for them
are being received daily from all ove
the State and No. 1 goes to Gover
nor Curtis.

HILL ELECTED
A DIRECTOR
Charles W. Hill of Belgrade Lakes,
proprietor cf the Belgrade
Lakes
Hotel, lias been elected one of the
directors of the Maine
Automobile
Association.
CAM DEN

H U N TER H ELD

trap-

pen? and sportsmen in North America.
T h e information they contain

is re

liable, having been gathered from ac
tual expiences and successful experi
ments of men who are leaders in the
different branches covered

by these

works.
T h ese

books should

hands of every man
the woods,

either

be

in the

who goes into

for

pleasure or

profit.

FOX TRAPPING

A

B O O K of

____

inst ructions

tells how to trap,j"*lS|
s n a r e , poison^
and shoot.
A
valuable h o o k |
-)
for trappers. If |
all the methods I
as given in thiswj j A ,
had been stud-j
ied out by one' j
‘
/iff:*- man and he had j
begun trapping $
when Columbus f
discovered! L ’
America, more I I
than four hun-b-j
yfryv:
clred years ago {‘j
___ *
he would not b e 1^
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, i s 'divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox .Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd, 60 cents.

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING

the
f ur-b e a r i n g
animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
t i on, w i t h
pra c t i c a 1
methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7
inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. T h e au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; T he Skunk;
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; T he
Fisher; T he Otter; T h e Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; T he Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or W ild Cat; T he Cougar;
The Wolverine; T h e Pocket Gopher; T he
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.
e s c r i

D

bes

Deputy Warden J. L. Willey of LincolinviilLe ha® reported to the com
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.
missioners of inland
fisheries and |
game the prosecution of Fred Ogiiier
DEADFALLS AND SNARES
of Camden before Trial Justice H.
W. Stewart on the charge of killing
B O O K of in
raccoons in close time. He was ad
structions f o rg
judged guilty amd fined $10, $3 addit trappers about th ese™
ional for each of the seven raccoons, a n d o t h e r home-B:
made traps by A. R
and costs were taxed at $8.64. The Harding. This book
respondent appealed hfe case to the contains 232 pages,
January term of Supreme
Judicial sizes 5 x 7 inches,
and 84 drawings and
court of Knox county.

A

F IG H T S A N D F L A V O R S IN F IS H E S

‘‘It is interesting to note that the
anglers’ (so-called) game fish a,re all
edible food, and thte gamiest of all—
trout and salmon—are the most high
H e r bread
ly prized, a® food for man.” —(Louie
w ould take the
Rhead, New York Pres®, December 6,
blue rib b o n at
1915.
any d om estic
science e x h ib i
Prizing salmon qt any high -price
tion, her cake is
rare game flash as food is indulged in
a marvel of fine
by epicureiy unenlightened, would-be
lightness — am
fashionable persons.
The epicure
her pastry — you
prizes the abundant, reasonable-pric
ought to taste it!
ed, more delightfully flavored cod,
All because William
haddock, herring, etc., far above the
Tell is milled from
O hio Red W in ter
fancy sporting species'.
Wheat by our own
In angling I prize the spirited
process. Goes farther too—both
trout, the leaping sailmon, the jump
e c o n o m y and g o o cl eating
ing base, etc.., on the hook. In eating,
served by ordering
give me the dull flounder, eto., on th«|
table.
The costly, handsome, stylish, un
common, insipid-tasting sporting fish
es are full of fight; the cheaper, abiuidant, homely specie® aire full of
H. McKenzie Trading Co., flavor.
Phillips, Maine.
Charles Bradford.

W illiam
Tell
Flour

illustrations, printed
on good heavy pa
per. The most com
plete book on how
to m a k e “ho m e-*™
made” traps ever WM
published. Buildin g*
deadfalls and con-®
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num 
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.

[Price, poitpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

ORDERS TO
L W rtL

in a
practical manner,
the
training,
handling, treatment,
: * ™ j breeds, etc., best
adapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
gun dogs for daylight
sport. This book is
not intended for the
field trial dog men,
but is for the real
dog men who delight
chases that are
genuine.
Contains
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
_

V S 1 1 L .I Y

D

e s c r ib e s

T E1LL.S

^about the
-L Hudson Bay Com 
pany; Northern Indiansl
and their Modes of (
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r
the!
Wilderness, Things to
Avoid, etc., etc. T he!
author (Martin Hunter);
wras writh the Hudson |
Bay Company for ab o u t!
40 years— from 1863 to
1903 and the informa
tion is given from al
most a half century’s 1
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows: .

The Hudson's Bay Company; The ‘ ‘Free Trader’’
Part 1—Hunting Dogs, Night Hunting. The Outfitting Indians. Trackers of the North, Provis
Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry. Training ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About
the Hunting Dog. Training the Coon Dog. Train Indians, Wholesome Foods. Officer’s Allowances,
ing for Skunk, Ophssum and Mink, W olf and Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx arid Marten, Indian
and Rabbits. Training the Deer Hound, Ti-aining Mode of Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
—Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random Otter and Musquash. Remarkable Success, Things
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
ing and Caie of Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
and Breeding. Breeding. Breeding (Continued), The Care of Blistered Feet. Deer Sickness. A Case
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail of Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
ments of the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Sti« Trail Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
ers vs Tonguers, Music. The Dog on the Trap Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Line. Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound. The sary. A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen. Long Lake
Beagle. Dachshurd and Basset Hound. Pointers Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
and Setters. Spaniels. Terriers—Airedales. Scotch
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents
Collies, House and Watch Dogs, A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.
•

STEEL TRAPS

Price, postpaid, cloth hound 60 cents.

B O O K of
information
about fur-bearing
animals, enclos
ures, their habits,
care, etc., and is
t h e recognized
authority on f u r
raising-— now' in
fourth edition—
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, W hat Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, T he Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

P R E S C R I B E S the
various makes
and tells how to use
them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
t >This book contains
333 Pages, 5 x 7 in.,
- and 130 illustrations,
' printed on good qual
(j ity heavy paper. Just
) the book that trappers
long lneeded.
is .
Xf
* \ ■ £ - have
ic c u c u .
(lives the history of
£1
j
' [7 .
• sjsteel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and W eb
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; IIow to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall T -apping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents.

FUR FARMING

A

Land Cruising and Prospecting

IS A

v a lu a b le

book for home
steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc.
The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ T o
the men who fol
low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo 
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poo Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.

CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
H IS is one of the
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. .
contains 274 pages and 68 illustration:
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasure
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Cam
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Strap:
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cookin
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearm:
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and She
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hun
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snov
shoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Tra
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bus
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs an
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish an
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.

T

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cent*.

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
MINK TRAPPING
B O O K of instruction, giv
ing many methods
of trapping. A val
uable book for trap
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that !
is if you want to
catch mink.
This
book is edited by
A. R. Harding, con
tains about 50 illus
trations and nearly
200 pages, and is!
d i v i d e d into 20
chapters as follows:
General Informa
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Prapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.

A

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

M A IN E

SPFflAl OFFFR

CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS

T h e following books are endorsed
by leading publishers, hunters,

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

W

T ’ i I E most practi-1- cal book on fish
ing ever published.
The
author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.”
This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and H O W , W H E N
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
etamgmn:
the K I N D of tackle
,
used for each fish,
Book* contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follow;®:
Remarks on the “ Gentle A rt”; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfI Casting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places,

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents

00D

S , Hilfr

^ ny one of the above 60c books and one year’s
subscription to M A IN E W O O D S , outing edition

or

J p l .Z i

M A IN E

W OODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M A IN E , D E C E M B E R 30, 1915.

is powerful enough for an occasional
shot at deer or black bear and yet
not too powerful for settled district.
I have locked up the ballistics
of
the 38-40 high velocity and find that
it has a muzzle velocity of 1775.7
feet per second, energy 1260.9
ft.
lbs. and a penetration of 20 boards
placed as. usual.
It looks to me as
though it would come close to an
a’ ’-around rifle by using the black
and low pressure smokeless for small
game and the H. V. for larger game.
What do you think of this cart
ridge—38-40 H. V.?

i

MORE FISH FOR
MAINE WATERS

matter to tie that cord round the
bird’s neck, for if it is too loose the
cormorant will swallow the fish; if it
lfr e d B L a
*
is too tight, the bird will be injured.”
Send ______
“The cormorant fishermen set out
at night and let the boat drift down
Generous Stock of Trout, Togue stream,” gay® Oom’r. Smith. ‘‘When
tiiey have kindled a blazing fire of
and Landlocked Salmon
pine wood in an iron basket hanging
over the bow cf the boat, they drop
The Commissicners of Inland Fish the birds overboard. The
captain
eries and Game made formal apiplica- manages 12 birds, and one of his as
t’ n some time ago to the United sistants the other four; they guide
States Bureau of Fisheries for stock them by means of the cords which
to be introduced into the inland wat they hold between the fingers cf one
The Bureau has prom* [iand
Ans. The 38-40 cartridge is very ers of Maine.
With the bird® from several
ised the Commissioners a generous boats divi.ng and parting in all direcpopular for all around use.
supply of trout, togue and landlocked turns it is a wonder that the lines
2. Is it accurate up to 300 yds.?
salmon stock, the trout to come are not hopelessly tangled; hut they
If not, how far?
from Colorado, the togue from Min are managed so skillfully that they
Ans. This cartridge is accurate up nesota.
rarely become fouled.
to 100 yards, with the high velocity
‘‘When presently the cormorants’
OWN YOUR O W N !
j 2. Hew many grains'?
load.
J A P A N ’S F IS H E R IE S G R E A T E S T IN gullets begin to bulge with fish the
----------- j Ans. In the neighborhood of 23
3. What other cartridge would you
W ORLD.
fishermen puli the birds to the side
Do you ever loan your
tooth Igrains, depending on individual lots advise?
of the boat one by one and gently
brush?
The chances are you will of powder a® received from the mak
Ans. Tliere really isn’t any cart Oysters Grown on Bamboo, Cormor
squeeze the catch out into baskets;
say ‘‘No! ”
There are other things ers.
ridge
which will do the kind of work
ants Used to Catch
Dwarf
the fish are in excellent condition!—•
you own—really intimate
personal
3. Would it be safe to load this satisfactorily.
If you will have to
Salmon.
often they are still alive.
The men
belongings which you would not powder by measure for 10 grains
compromise on something, I suppose
continue to fish- for several hours in
think of loaning, yet occasionally it which is 1-6 of a dram?
the 38-40 is as good a compromise
Fishing is one of the oldest occu the course of which each bird fills
happens that a man will borrow- a
4. Would DuPont shotgun bulk as you can get.
It hea'lly seems to pations in Japan, and the people of its pouch from 15 to 20 times.’’
rifle, shotgun or other fire arm
„
, .
, .
,
, ] smokel 'ss 10 grains by measure be me to be more satisfactory to have a
that country have shown great skill
from a friend which is that friends
, ,
a sure lead?
high power rifle and also a .22 cali ir devising ways and mieans of fish
most treasured possession, keep it
ber.
This will save you trouble in ing and cf cultivating the products of
for two or three weeks and return i 5 ' C a n b l a c k p o w d e r b e u s e d i n
reloading and expense in ammunition the sea.
30-30
cartridges?
What
kind
is
it in almost hopeless condition, ow
as nine-tenths of your sheeting wild
Within a few years, as a result
ing to rust and neglect.
It is well best?
be with the .22 caliber rifle.
cf fishing privileges and new fishing
Ans.
If
you
start
experimenting
to be generous—a man should not
4. Could this shell be reloaded grounds obtained in the war
with
be stingy with his possessions, but with black powder in smokeless
Russia, the Japanese fisheries have
in satisfactorily ?
when it comes to fire arms it is cartridges and shotgun powder
become the most valuable to the No City Hotel Has Anything on the
Ans. Ye®., for reduced loads.
weM to make a hard and fast rule rifles, etc., there may be a sad story
That pre-eminence is owing
If you desire to remain
5. What do ycu think of the 38-40 world.
not to lend them.
Many a good to tell.
“ Eagle”
Is it a good accur tc various causes; the geographic po
friendship has been broken up be long in the land of the living, adhere belt gun Colt?
sition of Japan, which with, its long
cause of this and the reason is easy strictly to the advice given you by ate gun?
Among the popular hotel men who
coast line and its numerous islands
powder.
to find—there is considerable differ- the manufacturers of the
Ans. Very satisfactory.
paid their respects to Landlord Blirtn
ence sometimes between a man’s abil- They have spent years studying out
6. What do* you think of the solid extends diagonally for three thousand of Hotel Eagle of Brunswick
after
ity to shoot a gun and his willing the various proper charges of pow ball used in a shotgun?
How far miles through 30 degrees of latitude the annual meeting held in Portland
and 38 degrees of longitude and
ness to take good, conscientious care der for different types of cartridges, are they gcod for?
recently were: Arthur L. Race, pres
reaches from boreal ' to tropical
and indiscriminate experimenting can
of it.
Ans. Powerful but not very accu
ident of the S'tate of Maissacihusetts
climes;
the
great
abundance
and
var
only
result
in
disaster.
A t trap shooting clubs it is a com
rate.
Not much good over 60 to 70
Hotel Association, and manager of
iety of fishes and crustaceans in the
6.
Is there any kind of smokeless
mon practice for men to borrowr
“ Brandon Hall,’’ Brookline, Mass.;
yards.
neighboring waters; the high plaice
each other’s guns and I do not wish powder that can he loaded by meas
Amos H. Whipple, president of the
7.
About
what
is
the
penetration
that all kinds of fisih and water pro
you to think for a minute that I ure for Short range work?
City of Boston Hotel Association and
Ans. Write to the powder makers and energy of a 12 gauge solid ball? ducts hold in the domestic economy
condemn this practice.
It is a very
proprietor of ‘‘The Copley Square,”
Also what is the velocity?
of
the
country;
the
large
number
of
stating
the
cartridge
you
wish
to
good idea and is very helpful if a
Ans. I have no figures on the persons—estimated at two and a half Boston; Oliver J. Pelren, president
man has a gun which does not exact use, and they will recommend a
of the State of New Hampshire
penetration
of the 1 oz. ball fired millions—who live by fishing;
and
ly suit.
A great many men break proper load for it.
from the 12 gauge shotgun. The velo the zealous care the government dis Hotel Association and manager of
into the game with a gun borrowed !
“The Hotel Eagle,” of Concord, N.
ity is about 875 feet per second. The plays in promoting the fishing indus
ir this way.
The difference in this ! Mountain Boomer, Aleman, Texas,
H.; William G. Rand, secretary of
try and the wlelfare of the fishermen.
case is that the shooter only lends j 1- By what concern and where is energy is about 800 ft. lbs.
the State of New Hampshire Hotel
Although Japan has only one-half
the gun for a string or two of tar- the .30 Larger pistol made?
Association and proprietor of ‘‘Rand’s
the population of the United States
gets and the actual care of the gun , An®. Dentschen Waffen and Mun- C. C. S., Youngstown, Ohio.
Hotel,’’ at Newport, N. H.; Wilbur
I have a .22 caliber rifle which it has 20 times as many fishermen T. Emerson, secretary and treasurer
remains in the hands of the owner. 1itionfabriken, Karlsruhe, Germany.
as
w
T
e
have
and
a
correspondingly
Possibly I am over-fussy on
this 1 2 . What is the size of the 250- was always accurate until I let a
of the State of Maine Hotel Assoc
friend have it.
-When he returned large number cf persons are depend iation and manager of ‘‘The New
matter. still I am
convinced that 3D90 Savage in our number or size?
Probably one
Ans. .25 inches diameter.
it after a long time, the barrel and ent on the industry.
w hen a man comes to you tc borrow
Augusta House,” Augusta, Me.
rifling were rusty and very
dirty. person in every five in Japan, in
your own rifle or shotgun, which hap
These men inspected Brunswick’s
How can I clean it? Wads and oil cluding men, women and children, is fine hotel, “ Hotel Eagle,” and ex
pens to he the pride of your heart R. H. P.‘, Woodland, Cal.
the
In hunting ducks and geese up will not turn the trick. Would you supported by the products of
and the apple of your eye, you will
pressed themselves as surprised at
save tjm© and cuss words by buying this way, mest of the shooting you advise me to send it to the factory waters that surround the archipelago. the excellence of the house.
They
When
it
ccmes
to
eating
products
of
get is at long range.
I find it dif to have it re-rifled?
Can it
be
a new gun for him.
expected a fine hotel for knowing
the sea the Japanese have few pre
ficult to get shells that will carry done?
Mr. Blinn, they knew what the hotel
and kill any distance- I am new
A,ns. The only thing to do is to judices.
F. D. M., Battle Creek, Mach.
must he, but after their round of
“ When I was in the Vicinity of
They may
1. 1 have a .401 caliber autoload using the black shells loaded with j send p- £0 piie factory.
inspection one and all declared that
polish it up unless it is Nagasaki,” writes Hugh M. Smith, no city hotel had anything on the
ing rifle and after cleaning I placed Ballistite powder -8 grains and 1 oz. be ab,je
United
States
commissioner
of
fish
pump bad]y pitted
an oiled rag in the muzzle to pre Xo. 2 shot in a Remington
“ Eagle” in Brunswick, except in
eries, in the Youth’s Companion, “ the
Can you give me any better i
vent any dirt from entering and for gun.
number of rooms.
During t'he ad
great port on the western side of
If so, I would be pleas- A L Van D Anderson, Ind.
got to remove it before shooting. suggestion?
ministration of Mr. Pilinn this hotel
The result was that about an inch ed to get it
Will you please tell me whether the archipelago, I found that the fish has been improved in every Way.
Ans. The gun you mention, if bor gun shells have ever been used to ermen ate fishes that were known to
from the end of the barrel the bar
The dining-room could n.ot be im
Among
rel bulged but did not crack open. ed full choke should put 70% cf its advantage made- of other material have poisonous properties.
proved upon in artistic arrangement
Do you know of any way or place charge in a 30-inch circle at 40 yds. than brass or steel.
If so, please the commonest and cheapest of the of lighting and in sanitary equip
Japanese
feed
fishes
are
sharks,
this can be fixed without buying a Pattern it and see what percentage |state what is used an,d where I can
ment.
There are 60 rooms with
which are brought into the markets
it will give.
Try various loads and get themnew barrel ?
modern furnishings.
Every bed in
Ans. There isn’t any way to fix different makes of shells until you
Ans. So far as I knew, shotgun and butchered much after the manner the house is either of enameled iron
Raw
the barrelThe only thing to do hit the right combination.
shells have been, made only of brass, rtf beef in 'ou r own country.
or brass, meetly heavy brass
and
fish
is
one
of
the
national
foods.
is to have a new barrel fitted.
steel and paper.
There may have
the matrasses and bedding are the
“
Your
repugnance
is
likely
to
be
2. In your opinion which is the Yule Yan.
been other metals tried, but they
best.
There are sixteen suits with
1. Hew can I take a pound or so have never been used commercially. overcome the first time you taste
best gun for all around big game,
private bath.
The traveling public
the .35 caliber slide action Reming cf unchilled shot and make them Of course a paper shell is only part that dish, for, as prepared and serv appreciates this hotel and the pat
ton or the .401 caliber S. L. Win over into chilled shot?
paper.
The head is made of brass. ed by the Japanese, the thin, cold, ronage almost daily takes the entire
boneless slices of perfectly fresh fish,
Ans. Ohiilied shot contain a per
chester?
accommodation s.
eaten with chopsticks' and dipped in
I,t is not
Ans. This is a question for you centage of antimony.
During the season Proprietor Blinn
soy-bean sauce, are delicious. Other
to decide.
Ask some of your sports possible to change soft shot to chill
serves a shore dinner that has a
sea
foods
that
may
appear
at
a
.
Jap
men friends who own these two ed shot.
wide reputation for excellence
and
anese dinner are fish soup, fried fish,
2 . I® there any. objection to the
models, also secure catalogs of the
another summer the dining-room will
baked fish, fried eels in rice, pickled
use of brass shells witli dense c-r
makers and study them carefully.
be open from noon until after the lat
eggs of sea' urchins, dried octopus,
bulk smokeless' powders?
Are the
est hour for evening meal, to accom
boiled abalcne, seaweed jelly, kelp
brass shells only for black powder?
E. S., Daytcn, Chdo.
modate automob i.lists.
salad and shredded whale cartilage.
Ansi. Brass shells will work ail
1. What is the name c f the pow
One of the most interesting fishes
right,
although
they
will
undoubted
der used in .30 W.C.F. cartridges?
in Japan—and one of the best food
ly swell after a few shots so that
M APS OF M A IN E
Ans. Lightning.
fishes', too—is the dwarf salmon, call
they will have to be resized.
ed ayu by the Japanese. The Japan RESORTS A N D ROADS
3. Does the single ball now load
ese train cormorants to catch it.
ed on cut out felt wad shoot higher
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
That picturesque method of fishing, for maps of the fishing regions of the
at 75 yards1 than buck shot?
That
which the Japanese may have learn state, etc. We can furnish the follow
is, must one aim a hair lower with
ing maps:
ed from the Chinese, has been car Franklin County
the ball load?
$ .50
The man who can’t cat doesn't feel
ried on in Japan for fully 1,000 years. Somerset County
.50
Ans. There is not enough differ
much like working, and the man with
. 50
The principal fishing ground where Oxford County
a weak stomach doesn’t get much ence to bother with.
Piscataquis County
.50
the ayu is caugl t is the Niagara Aroostook
4. Wlhat do you call the best
pleasure out of eating. Your stomach
County
.50
river,
which
rises
in
the
mountains
is very important to your health, work sights tc put on a 10 gauge shot
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
Washington County
.50
and happiness. Don’t abuse it, don’t gun ?
1.00
of the main island.
The privilege Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
Offers room with hot ard
neglect it, and when, for one cause or
.35
cold water for $ 1.00 per day
ol fishing with cormorants is enjoyed Geological map of Maine
Ans. There is not any use to put
another, your digestion goes wrong,
R. R. map of Maine
.35
and up, which includes free
by
only
a
few
families,
and
has
des
sights
on
a
shotgun.
The
solid
and you lose appetite, be kind to
Androscoggin County
.35
use o f public shower baths.
your stomach. All it needs is a little hall loads are not accurate enough
cended from father to son through Cumberland County'
.35
rest, and a few days’ doctoring with to require any better sighting than
Nothing to Equal This in New England
.50
many generations.
Four of the fish Hancock County
“ L. F.” Atwood's Medicine. Very
Kennebec County
.35
ermen
form
a
company
and
occupy
a
can
be
taken
by
simply
looking
aRooms
with
private
baths
soon you will see the improvement in
Knox County
.35
for
$1.50
per
day
and
up;
leng,
narrow
dugout
boat;
each
boat
your appetite, and with the relish for long the barrel.
Lincoln and Qageriahoc Counties
.35
suites of two rooms and bath
food, comes the strength to digest it:
.5o
carries 16 cormorants..
The fisher Penobscot County
for
$4.00
per
day
and
up.
For this old family remedy helps the
.35
man controls his
cormorants by Waldo County
stomach, bowels and liver, and re W. H. H., Detroit, Mich.
York County
.35
j
ABSOLUTELY
FIEEPROOF
means
of
a
card
attached
between
1. I am thinking of buying a new
news good appetite and sound diges
Strictly
a
Temperance
Hotel
tion.
the bird’s shoulders to another cord
rifle, cue that is inexpensive to buy
J. W B R AC K E T T CO.,
Send for Booklet
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest store,
that encircles its neck at the lower
and shoot, as I expect to do a great
or write to-day for free scrr-ide.
STORER F. CRAFTS
Gen. Manager
Phillips.
Maine.
end of the gullet.
It is a delicate
Also, one that
“ L. F.” M edicine C o.,
Portland, Me. deal of shooting.
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A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

VISITORS AT
HOTEL EAGLE

For Poor Appetite and
Weak Digestion

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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From La Goniner—Mrs. J. St. John
Eugenie Easeley played the wedding don’t expect them, to believe anything up the trunk of a tree and, when he
has attained a
sufficient height, sent her 8-year-old son out to the
march. Delicious refreshments of ice you tell them.
With patch to get some turnup® for dinner
Don’t neglect to< make a careful spring boldly off into space.
cream, cake and wedding cake were
legs
spread
wide
apart,
soas
to
pre and he returned carrying three, each
study
of
the
bullet
holes
in
the
car
SERIOUS INJURY served. Mrs. Be eh is a graduate of
R. H. S. 1915, and lias worked in the cass your guide has hung up for you. sent the greatest possible surface to as large as the rim of a man’s hat.
telephone office fer some time where It is sometimes embarrassing to be the air, and liis extraordinarily wide The seed was sown Aug. 15.
The
Two Marriages Solemnized--Christ she has made many friends. Mr. Bee suddenly asked to account for a brok and fluffy tail serving as a rudder, turnips attained a wefght of nearly
conducts a fruit store during the en blind leg on. the buck you drop the squirrel sails swiftly through the three pounds in less than three
mas Parties Enjoyed.
his air, often for one hundred feet el months.
summer months.
The young couple ped with a single ball through
There was- not a turnip in
even more, until he reaches the trunk the patch smaller than a saucer.
have the best wishes of the entire heart.
(Special Correspondence.)
Don.’t go crawling through, thickets of another tree, up which he runs in
community.
During the evening a
From Toppenisih—Eric Carl sen this
The at order to attain height for a new year had a sunflower stalk 14 feet
Rangeley, December 29.—George cousin of Mrs. Beeh’s assisted with on your hands and knees.
By this method flying squir tall, and the largest flower measured
Picker® fell on the icy step® recent the entertainment.
Mr. and Mrs. titude won’t deceive any deer but it flight.
ly liiurting himself so baddy as to be Beeh wilL go to housekeeping in the may mislead some well-meaning rels are able rapidly to cover long 17 inches' in diameter.
Besides this
exertion, for large one there were 187 other flow
upper rent of the M. D. Tibbetts’ stranger into endowing you with a distances with little
laid up for a few days.
Mis® Dessie Lamb and
George house.
The immediate family and a couple or three soft -.points just where often, when nearing the end of a long ers of the same stalk, many of them,
sail, they will point themselves up over a foot wide.
they will do you the least good.
Haines’ sen were operated om for few friends were present.
The diameter of
Don’t fail to shoot when you see ward and by means of their ‘ ‘rud the stalk a foot, above the ground
adenoids by Dr. F. B. Colby Monday.
Harrison B. Amber and Miss Ada
Shoot at him, if possible, ders’’ and the impetus given will rise was eight inches.
Mrs, H. C. Riddle and Mrs. J. S. Geneva Burgess of Andover
were a deer.
Hoar returned Thursday night from married at Rumford by Rev. Fredk. but by all means shoot—it makes a almost to the height at which they
From Chelan—From a seedling tree
Portland, where they spent a few Foshay December 27.
Congratulat better impression upon the bystand started—just as a boy riding down E. F. Hamilton picked an apple that
hill may be carried over a lesser
days sightseeing.
ions are extended to the young ers.
weighed three pounds and measured
Don’t rest your rifle oni any hard up-grade at the foot.
Miss Marjorie Oakes, Miss Irene people who will make their home in
23 inches in circumference,
eight
It wild, shoot off aim if you
Kempton, Miss Prudence Richardson, Rangeley during the school year. Mr. support.
in dies long and over six wide. The
Instead rest your body or your
Charles Gibbs, Vance Oakes and Miss Amber is the popular principal of the do.
tree grew freon seeds planted
four
elbows.
Hildred Robertson were home to Rangeley Grammar school.
years ago.
There were 4Q..apples or
Don’t think it necessary to mangle
Mrs. Amos Ellis continues to im
spend Christmas with their respect
the sapling this year, many of them
prove daily and Mrs. F. B. Burns is your victim’s throat with a bowie
ive families.
half as large as the prize fruit.
It Spoils the head for mount
George Oakes met with a painful j now up and about the Tavern office. knife.
From Ferndale—The big 7-year-olc
Stick him in the chest—and be
accident Tuesday.
He was employed, Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Kempton en ing.
steer
reported in Oregon has a com
blame
sure
he’s
dead
before
you
do
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby of Phil
in the neighborhood of Saddleback tertained a large party Christmas
lips (better known a© “Flly Rod” ) is petitor in a 6-year-oJd steer raised
Mountain tending snub line when he night at a Christmas tree. The early it.
Don’t run after a wounded
deer, passing the holidays, with friends In by George Rasmess of this plane. It
became entangled in the line
and part of the evening was devoted to
beating the
give
it
time
to
lie
down
and
bleed.
Ha 11owe 11 and will also visit friends Weighs 3,140 pounds,
many
interesting
contests.
Mrs.
was thrown, breaking his leg so bad
Oregon critter by 51 pounds.
The
ly that it was necessary to amputate Kempton generously contributed $1.00 The chances are that it will never in other places before returning, so
steer
is
from
pure-bred
polled
Augus
get
up,
if
well
hit.
About
the
only
that her home, ‘‘St. Anthony'© Cot
the leg between the ankle and knee, to each guest and at the end of the
both doctors being called to attend evening Dr. A. M. Ross, who had exception is when falling snow is tage” on Pleasant street will ' be stock.
closed for a few weeks.
him.
Much sympathy is extended to added the largest amount to his purs obliterating the trail.
Don’t hurry—that’s a game where
Christmas
Mr. Oakes, who is a mason by trade by means of selling his
SO M E R E A L N A T U R E S T O R IE S
and has done much fine work in the gifts and conducting an auction, was the deer has you beaten.
Don’t go cut without matches, a
building of stone fireplaces and chim presented with a box of delicious
That
fudge.
The tree was bountifully lad compass and a \'bite of something to Here Are a Few Live Tales
neys in local camps and cottages.
Every minute counts
Come from th e W ild and W ool
Refreshments of apples, pop eat stowed about youy person. You
A fine entertainment was given at en.
ly W est.
the church Friday evening, entitled, corn, ice cream and. cake were served may want to stay out longer than
when you discover the
“The Search for the King," a can
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Badger enter you anticipated. And again, you may
have
to
when
you
don’t
want
to.
(Seattle,
Wash.,
Cor.
New
York
tata illustrated. The characters were tained a company of 17 at Christmas
loss of jewelry, pocket
Don’t let getting lost fuss you. It’ll World.)
well taken and the parts finely rend dinner and with a Christmas tree.
take
you
about
a
week
to
starve
to
Here are a few nature stories of book or handbag.
ered. ■ Following this program Santa Miss Rena Tibbetts also had a few
death and you won’t freeze as long this y 6ar:
Claus was introduced and the well guests at a Christmas tree.
From Enumclaw—C. E. Barker set
filled Christmas trees were unloaded.
Miss Georgia Soule is spending two windfalls give shelter from the wind
Telephone a 4lost”
Christmas eve the carol singers wer weeks with relatives, after which she and wood and matches make a fire. a trap to catch a bear that had been
out and after their rounds were made will return to Boston Where she has Remember, your* companion® will be destroying his pigs. When the bear ad to this office,
gin looking you you the next morn came . along he found
a
cow
a delicious oyster stew wa.s served at employment.
the Grange hall by Miss Sarah M.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Badger return- ing and that a bonfire sending up a in it.
The cow was a descendant of
A want ad means an
big smoke- Ifrom
Soul1©.
This is the third year this e" Saturday night from Phillips.
( - the top
- of a hill will a cow that came across the plains
help them a heap in finding you.' C. from Ohio 53 years ago.
For years inquiry at every door in
custom has been followed, William
L. Giilman, in The Minneapolis Daily the Barker family have kept the
Tomlinson furnishing the conveyance
SOME D E E R D O N T ’S
News.
lit is rumored that J. B. Tomlinson
calves of the Annie Laurie cow that town.
has purchased a Ford car of A. D.
worked in the yoke along the
old
Don’t shoot at anything you can’t
cost is trifling.
Graff am.
see—the chances are you won’t hit F L Y IN G S Q U IR R E L DO ES N O T F LY Oregon trail almost 70 years ago. The £]JThe
H. C. Riddle accompanied Dr. A. ", unless it is something you don’t
cow eaten by the bear was the last
M Ross to Savage’s camps Monday, really care to hit—your hunting com But Has Spread Something Like an of her line.
Aeroplane, W hich Enables it to
the latter being called to attend a panion, perhaps.
Get Through Space.
sick man.
Don’t hustle around in the woods
The home of Mr. and Mrs. M. D. looking for an animal with, the archi
Of all the tenants of the woods,
Tibbetts was t'he scene of a pretty tecture and action of a cow—the crit
home wedding Christmas night when ter you’re after more closely resemb says St. Nicholas, the flying squirrel
Miss Susie, the youngest daughter les a collie dog seeking an interview is peril bps the most seldom seen, yet
this is not due to any scarcity of the
was united in marriage to Mr. George with the neighbor’s cat.
Beeli of New Rochille, N. Y.
The
Don’t believe all the dope handed 'ittle animal, which in fact is among4
bride was given away by her father, you by the “deer slayers” assembled tue most numerous of the squirrel
the single ring service being solem in the general store of the settle family, but to its habit of moving al
Should you
nized by Rev. H. A. Childs.
Miss ment where the cars drop you—and most entirely at night.
doubt this last statement, enter som©
patch of forest convenient to your
hcrae and strike solidly upon- the
trunks of such trees as appear to be
Conducts a first class job printing departn ent
dead and have one or more holes in
the trunk; in about one time out of
f;ve your efforts will be rewarded by
which specializes on Cam p and Hotel work
OTTER POND GAMPS
the appearance in the opening, as if
LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fishg. Send
Sena for circular.
lnsrap4 hu^tintf.
by magic, of the bright eyes and up
MIDDI.EDAM, MAINE
r
. McKENNEY, Prop..
In on e o f the best loca lities %or fish in g and standing ears of a flying squirrel.
Caratunk, Me.
h u n tin g in the R a n g e le y R e g io n . C am p s with
These squirrels d o ‘not, of course,
o r w ithout b ath. F o r p articulars w rite fo r free
circu la r to
fly; but their legs are connected at
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
F I S H I N G
the ‘‘wrists” with a light membrane
Lakewood Gamps,
Middledam, Me.
AT
which serves as a sort of parachute,
although it has some of the possibili
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Before making
Best Salman and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly ties of an aeroplane.
at Spring Lake
honing begins ahout June 1. Send for circular,
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps abuse always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO., a flight, the squirrel will run rapidly

MR. OAKES

HAS

ST. ANTHONY’S
COTTAGE CLOSED

^

MAINE W O O D S

Where To Go In Maine

John 6arville’s (Samps

W h y n o t let u s H elp

ST* most charmingly situated on the shores of tipper Dam. Maine.
Simiag Lake, weU furnished, excellent beds,
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea Level, grandest seensryand pure mountain air. Kay fever and malaria BEAD RIVER REGION
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring 1
streams and ponds, ane abundance of brook trout. I particular. Maine's ideal family vaca
KuCkhoard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms section
Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
onable. Address for full particulars,
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

Blakeslee

Lake Camps

P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S

Rangeley Lakes
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
Rangeley,
Maine
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
Maine.
ridge and duck hunting.
Round Mountain L a k e Camps.
b ooklet.

W rite fo r free
D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L , P rop rietor.
R o u n d M ou n tain . M aine

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
A N D LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Beak fishing region1 pecial J use and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

BILLY SOULE'S NEW GAMPS
LAKE MILLMAGASSETT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
of partridges and deer. P. O- address Ox Bow,
Maine.

YO R K C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

KA80ELE1 f AVERS 8 L A O VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
RaugeJey, Maine.

Come to the Maine Woods
Saddleback Lake Cqmp offers rustic
surroundings and comfortable cabins to
anyone looking for good fishing and
rest. Write for bookletand referencesto
HEM ON B L A C K W E L L,
Dallas, Maine

RANGELEY l a k e s
Camp Bemas, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B AR K ER . Beads, Maine.

you

w ith

your

a d v e r tis in g ?

M ore property is sold
tising every year than is
sold through agents.

^ Compare the cost of
want

customary

ad

with

We design and print Books, L e a fle ts Folders,

the

etc., and would be pleased to furn ish samples,

commission

dummies and prices on request.

charged.

The agent has many
properties among which
to divide his selling
efforts
l| A

1

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,

want ad finds the

party who wants your
property in a few days.

k

I
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